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to me 

 
 

For the attention of Susan Clements, and Chairman Charlotte Howell. 
 
I called Susan on Tuesday 17th March to complain about Telec Network Ltd working outside my house and what i 
found out to be installing a Optic Fiber Box behind the bus stop outside front of my house. 
 
When talking to you you said contact the contractor direct as the heath is common land and they carrying out work 
the work for BT, You did say however that Mistley Council requested movement from the telegraph pole on the corner 
to behind the bus stop so it would be "out of view" from the road. 
 
I spoke to Telec Network Ltd, who said they had a joint meeting with yourselves & BT in January 2020 to discuss the 
installation, and they confirmed it was  not down to them to notify of the work to take place, but it would be Mistley 
Council to notify me as it would be outside my house. They supported this by advising me they had checked 
everything on their plans which included ownership of the heath common which they found out to be MISTLEY 
COUNCIL as per proof on LAND REGISTRY records of which they have copy.   
 
So why were the local residents not informed by Mistley Council of the work to be done? This should have been a 
simple matter of common courtesy and decency to notify us of impending work and disruption. The unannounced 
work commenced on Tuesday 17th and finished yesterday on 20th March 2020. 
This caused us problems as we had carpets being delivered on Tuesday 17th and they had to move their van to carry 
carpets in and carry old carpets out! 
It also disrupted us in moving our cars outside our property and my relatives could not park near property with young 
children & babies (grandchildren).  
 
It has left us residents with the problem in moving our cars as their is now a lack of space outside the front of my 
property. In addition we now have the Optic Fiber Box to look at from our front garden instead of the hedge hiding the 
bus stop from our view. The heath has been left in a mess as the contractors had to dig a 30 meter trench across the 
common to the telegraph pole. Then just chucked a few grass seeds down on the trench!   
 
To say i am so so annoyed about this matter and total lack of communication and notification of the work/installation 
is a complete understatement. 
WHY WHY were me and nearby residents NOT informed of this work and more importantly the changing of the 
position of the box?  
 
As the owner and responsible for the running of the common i ask that you let me have your reply and answers to my 
complaint. 
 
I advise that i will be contacting my solicitor regarding this matter, but i will wait for your response first. 
 
I also note Susan you live in Hadleigh so that is convenient for you as you do not even live locally!!    
 
No doubt we were not informed as you would have had objections from the local residents.    
 
Colin Strutt, Mistley Heath 

 


